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Lost & Found 
The student who left a pen and pencil set 
in a pocket holder in the Student Affairs Of- 
fice should pick it up from Mrs. Albert at 
hit earliest convenience. 
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Clemson's YMCA will feature Roger Miller in concert 
in the Clemson Field House on Mar. 28 at 8:00 p.m. 
Trustees Medal Awarded 
for Best Student Speech 
The annual Trustees Medal 
competition with an award 
given for the best speech by a 
student will be held soon. 
The medal competition, open 
to any full-time non-freshman 
undergraduate, will be divided 
into two parts: a preliminary 
competition, which will be held 
Wednesday, Mar. 30, in room 
E-108 of the English building; 
and a final competition, to be 
held April 4. 
The Trustees Medal winner 
will be announced on Honors 
and Awards Day. Entry blanks 
may be obtained from any Eng- 
lish 301 instructor ©f from Mr. 
A. J. Fear or Mr. J. C. DuValof 
the English Department. 
Speeches may be on any ap- 
propriate subject, but may not 
last longer than ten minutes. 
The speech must be an original 
composition, and must not 
have been used, either wholly 
or partially, in any other pub- 
lic speaking contest. Contest- 
ants may ask any member of 
the English department for ad- 
vice. 
Speeches will be judged by 
Clemson English faculty mem- 
bers in the preliminary elimi- 
nation, but judges for the finals 
will be chosen from outside of 
the English department. How- 
ever, the judges will be made 
familiar with their duties prior 
to the competition. 
Speeches will be judged on 
these criteria: Composition, 
(content, organization, logic, 
clarity, and appropriateness), 
50 percent; Delivery, (effective- 
ness, force, enthusiasm), 20 
percent; Voice, (modulation, 
enunciation, and pronouncia- 
tion), 15 percent; and Manner, 
(poise, ease, naturalness, etc.), 
15 percent. 
Entries must be in by Mon- 
day, Mar. 21. They should be 
taken to Mr. DuVal in 0-317 of 
the English-math complex. 
Clemson's Mu Beta Psi Music Frat 
To Present Annual Spring Sounds 
Caravelles, Spectors Perform YMCA Features Roger Miller Show 
The Clemson University 
YMCA will present the Ford 
Caravan of Music on Mar. 28 
at 8:00 p.m. in the University 
Field House. This program 
stars Roger "King of the Road" 
Miller and features the Good 
Time Singers. Roger Miller's 
biggest hit record "King of the 
Road" is a lilting melody about 
the roving, lonely life of a hobo. 
Roger Miller's younger years 
were spent on a farm in Okla- 
homa where he wa raised by 
an uncle after the death of his 
parents. During those years he 
was teaching himself how to 
play the fiddle and was writing 
songs. At the age of six he wrote 
his first song and sang it for 
his classmates in a one-room 
school house in Oklahoma. 
His college education he de- 
scribes as the "Korean Clash 
of '52." He spent three years 
in the Army, temporarily alter- 
ing his plans for a career in 
music. Once back in the states 
he took a job as fireman in 
Amarillo, Texas, but was more 
inclined to chase rainbows than 
fires, and the arrangement was 
terminated "by mutual agree- 
ment. " 
Spurred by "the hope of 
happy inexperience", he headed 
for Country Music town itself— 
Nashville, Tennessee. It was 
with the Ray Price Show that 
Roger Miller made his first 
major breakthrough into the 
exclusive world of' Tinpan Al- 
ley' and had his first taste of 
musical success. His "Invita- 
tion to the Blues", recorded 
first by Ray Price, was a solid 
hit. It was then that people 
started asking for more of 
Roger Miller's songs. 
Even though his songs were 
selling fantastically well and he 
signed an exclusive song-writ- 
ing contract with Tree Publish- 
ing Company, he wanted to do 
more—he wanted to sing his 
own   songs.      His   first' three 
General Howard Snyder's Speech. 
Heard By Large ROTC Audience 
"Any young man physically 
qualified and mentally quali- 
fied should seek to serve as an 
officer," stated General Howard 
K. Synder, commanding gen- 
eral of the U. S. Army 12th 
Corps, who spoke at the annual 
Scabbard and Blade Banquet 
last Friday night. 
Gen. Synder presented his af- 
ter-dinner speech to the banquet 
of over 450 cadets and their 
dates and special guests of the 
Scabbard and Blade. The 
guests included President of the 
University and Mrs. R. C. Ed- 
wards; Vice President and Mrs. 
W. T. Cox; Mrs. R. F. Poole, 
the current South Carolina 
Mother of the Year; Col. Mel- 
vin C. Brown, professor of Mili- 
tary Science, and his wife; Lt. 
Col. Dewey R. Franklin, pro- 
fessor of Aerospace Studies, 
and his wife; Col. A. C. Stover, 
professor of Military Science at 
Wofford   College; and others. 
Military organizations repre- 
sented at the Banquet included 
the Arnold Air Society, the 
Clemson University Counter- 
guerrillas, the Light Brigade, 
the Pershing Rifles Company 
C-4, the Rifle Team, the Society 
of American Military Engi- 
neers, and the Pershing Rifles 
Fourth Regimental Headquar- 
ters. 
Gen. Synder began his speech 
on the topic of the conflict in 
South Viet Nam. He stated that 
"our position must be that 
which has been so splendidly 
explained and presented by the 
President of the United States; 
he has pointed out our intention 
and objects very clearly." 
Inadequate strength on the 
part of the invading Cuban 
refugees caused their failure in 
the Cuban fiasco said Gen. Syn- 
der. But in 1962 adequate mili- 
tary strength turned the tide 
when the Russian missile bases 
were built in Cuba; "Thank God 
for President Kennedy's 
strength of character," he con- 
tinued. 
"Yes, it's military force that 
seems to be the word of law that 
the Communists understand.... 
It's only military power that 
seems to pay off," explained 
Gen. Synder. 
Commenting on the possibili- 
ties of war with Red China, 
Gen. Synder stated, "I would 
think that the probability is 
quite low." He explained to the 
banquet audience that war for 
the Communist Chinese would 
be a definite conflict of interests, 
and "we people in the United 
States are not seeking a mili- 
tary showdown with Red 
China." 
Gen. Synder pointed out that 
rising concern over the military 
casualties in South Viet Nam 
was not well-founded because 
the number of casualties on the 
highway in the state of Georgia 
last year almost equal the 1,- 
700 men who died in Viet Nam 
last year. The number of deaths 
on U. S. highway numbered 
over 50 thousand while only 
1,700 died in combat in Viet 
Nam. He compared injuries 
in each case showing that there 
were 600 injuries on the 
nation's highways for every 
injury in Viet Nam last year. 
Turning to today's young 
men and their military obliga- 
tions, he noted that the Reserve 
Officers Training Corps has, 
for the last fifty years, turned 
out the backbone of the Army 
and Air Force commissioned 
personnel. 
"Clemson University now 
leads all other universities of 
similar size in the production 
of officers for the Army and 
Air Force," he noted. 
Gen. Synder, in talking about 
the advantages of serving ones 
military obligations as an of- 
ficer, listed the rewards, includ- 
ing the opportunity to travel, 
the chance to learn the art of 
leadership, and ability to ex- 
press ones self, the habit of 
integrity, and post graduate 
training. 
Nancy Miller Cops Editorship 
In TAPS Election Yesterday 
The Senior Staff for the 1966- 
67 TAPS was announced yes- 
terday by Al Roach, Editor of 
this year's TAPS. Nancy Miller 
was chosen as the first coed 
editor in the history of the year- 
book. 
Nancy, a rising senior Eng- 
lish major, is from Westminster. 
She is president of Sigma Beta 
Chi sorority and is a member 
of the Women's Residence Hall 
house council. 
Othe*r key positions, those of 
Business Manager and De- 
signer went to Ed Blakely and 
Peter Sherratt, respectively. 
Blakely, a native of Simpson- 
ville, is an architecture major 
and a member of A I. A. He 
is Vice-President of Delta 
Kappa Alpha social fraternity. 
Sherratt, who is also an arch- 
itecture major and a member of 
A I. A., is from Toms River, 
N. J. He is a member of the 
Numeral Society. 
John Hartley of Rockville, 
Md. was elected Co-Designer; 
Co-Organizations Editors will 
be Linda Acree of Mississippi 
City, Miss., and Dana Stuart 
of Columbia. 
Features Editor for next year 
will be Roy Turner and Classes 
Editor will be Bill Turner. Fac- 
ulty and Administration Editor 
will be Charles Jager. 
Mac Harley will again be 
Sports Editor, and Jack Erter 
was   elected   Activities  Editor. 
The business staff has Mike 
Maxwell as Copy and Office 
Manager and Butch Drakeford 
as Advertising Manager. 
John Lee will return as Pho- 
tographer, and Donn McCrary 
will also handle photographic 
duties. 
Outgoing Editor Al Roach 
stated that he was "very 
pleased" with the results of the 
election, and he felt confident 
in the staff chosen for the com- 
ing year. 
songs, "In the Summertime" 
(originally called "You Don't 
Want My Love"), "Hey, Lit- 
tle Star", and "Lock, Stock, and 
Teardrops", brought him na- 
tional fame and a contract with 
Smash records. 
In the past year and a half 
Roger Miller has had seven 
hits—"Chug a Lug", "Dang 
Me", "Doo WackADoo","King 
of the Road", and his latest 
"England Swings", to name 
only a few. His latest album, 
Roger Miller's Golden Hits, is 
proving to be one of the year's 
top sellers. 
Featured along with Roger 
Miller are the Good Time Sing- 
ers, composed of nine young 
musicians. Tom Drake, a 
school teacher, and his part- 
ner, Mike Storm, a painter/ 
student heard one Friday af- 
ternoon in July of 1963 that 
Andy Williams was looking for 
a new group for his show. Over 
that weekend the school teacher 
and the painter contacted seven 
of their friends and told them 
that they would start rehearsals 
on Monday. By the end of the 
week the nine part - time 
musicians had become a group. 
As a matter of fact, they were 
not just any group; they were 
to become a regular fixture on 
the Andy Williams Show. Since 
that time they have appeared 
on television coast-to-coast at 
least twice a month. They have 
CDT. Josey Chosen 
AF Cadet Of Month 
Every organization be it civil- 
ian or military has certain 
members who demonstrate 
such qualities as leadership, de- 
pendability, enthusiasm and 
desire to such a degree as to 
typify the aims of that organi- 
zation. AFROTC seeks to 
honor such individuals by dis- 
tinguishing them as Cadet of the 
Month. 
The Advanced Cadet of the 
Month is Ben E. Josey, of Mill- 
edgeville, Georgia. CadetJosey 
is presently serving on the 
Cadet Wing Staff as Admin- 
istrative Officer. Cadet Josey 
has an avid desire for military 
training as evidenced by his 
membership in Company C-4, 
Clemson's Pershing Rifle Unit. 
During his junior year Cadet 
Josey served as Administra- 
tive Officer for the Company. As 
Scabbard and Blade member, 
Cadet Josey seeks to further his 
military interests. 
Cadet Josey is a member of 
the FIP program and plans to 
enter flight training upon grad- 
uation. He plans to make the 
U.   S.   Air   Force  his career. 
The Basic Cadet of the Month 
is James H. Burton of Leesville, 
S. C. Cadet Burton, an EE ma- 
jor, is presently a Squadron 
Commander, the highest posi- 
tion attainable for a basic cadet 
under the present AFROTC sys- 
tem. 
A member of Kappa Delta 
Chi, Cadet Burton intends to 
enroll in the advanced program 
next fall. 
done concerts all over the 
United States and have prob- 
ably the best known faces of 
any singing group in the United 
States today. Now in their 
fourth season with Andy Wil- 
liams, the Good Time Singers 
have a couple of record albums 
on the market. 
Tickets for this concert  are 
available now and are on sale 
at the YMCA, Student Affairs 
Office, Dan's Sandwich Shop, 
L. C. Martin Drug Store, 
Pendleton Motor Company in 
Pendleton, and Roper Motor 
Company in Seneca. Ticket 
prices are $2.00 for single, and 
$3.50 for couple. 
Sutherland, Speights 
Vie For CU Presidency 
Nominations for Student 
Body Officers were held Mon- 
day, March 14, in the Chem- 
istry Auditorium. 
After being called to order by 
President Walsh, the meeting 
was turned over to John Nem- 
ergut, chairman of the Elections 
Board. Nomination for Presi- 
dent, Vice-President, Secretary, 
and Treasurer of the Student 
Body were held first. Then nom- 
inations for the High Court, 
Men's Residence Court, and 
Women's Residence Court were 
held. 
Candidates for the office of 
President of the Student Body 
are Daniel A. Speights and 
James L. Sutherland. 
For Vice-President of the Stu- 
dent Body William S. Walker, 
Jr. was nominated and will be 
unopposed. 
Candidates for Secretary of 
the Student Body are Kenneth 
M. Suggs, Chuck Whitney, and 
Mary B. Trout. 
For Treasurer of the Student 
Body, nominees were Dennis A 
Brosnan, Cavert K. McCorkle, 
and Linda M. Ramsay. 
High   Court candidates  are 
W. Michael Click, William D. 
Dean, Charles E. Hill, Randy 
Mahaffey, Michael J. Maxwell, 
William F. Mays, John Mclnnis 
III and David L. Narramore^ 
James D. Redden, Terry E. 
Richardson, James T. Shell'and 
J. Thomas Weaver. 
Candidates for Men's Resi- 
(Contlnued on page 0) 
In Concert In Tigertown 
With a variety of music and 
entertainment Mu Beta Psi, na- 
tional honorary music fra- 
ternity here at Clemson, will 
present its eighth annual Spring 
Sounds Concert in Tillman 
Hall auditorium at 8 p.m. on 
Mar. 24. 
According to members of the 
music fraternity, this year's 
program will be bigger and bet- 
ter than ever before. The enter- 
tainment will include jazz 
groups, blue-grass, folk music, 
rhythm and blues, rock-n-roll 
groups, and Chet Atkin's style 
guitarists. 
Featured this year will be the 
"Caravelles," the "BlackMoun- 
tain Ramblers," the "Jazztet," 
Glen Ford, Ksenhour's Troups 
and two new groups making, 
their Spring Sounds debuts, the 
"Spectors" and the "Rock-n- 
Folk." 
Bert Pearce and Gray Walsh 
Nominees for president of the Clemson student body at» 
pictured above: Jim Sutherland on the left and ■ Danftf 
Speights on the right. 
who did such a fine job at 
Tigerama will act as masters 
of ceremonies for this year's 
program. Spring Sounds will 
also feature two "glamerous" 
spring "bunnies," Olis Brooks 
and Cynthia Carroll. 
The "Rock-n-Folk" is a new 
group on the Clemson Campus, 
and according to members of 
Mu Beta Psi, "it should prove 
to be a rather unique and en- 
joyable group." They have per- 
formed recently at the Jabber- 
wocky and for YMCA func- 
tions. 
The "Jazztet" is a group orig- 
inating from the past Junga- 
leers and the Bluenotes. They 
will provide a number of mod- 
ern jazz arrangements. In 
sharp contrast to this, Isen- 
hour's Troups will make you 
want to shout and holler with 
their hot blue-grass selections. 
The "Caravelles" will be one 
of the rhythm and blues bands 
to appear in Spring Sounds. 
Directed by Harry Parker, the 
group is very well known 
throughout the Southeast and 
have performed with such pop- 
ular groups as "Dr. Feelgood 
and the Interns "and the "Olym- 
pics. " 
Glen Ford who is rapidly be- 
coming a popular performer in 
this area will make his first ap- 
pearance in Spring SoundSj 
this year. He will present guitar 
music in the popular "Chet At- 
kins" style. 
"The Black Mountain Ram- 
blers" will present blue-grass 
music and songs. They have 
performed at the Bluegrass P'es- 
tival in Salem and at the Cool 
Spring   Fiddler's Convention. 
(Continued on page 6) 
Financial Board Explains CU Expenditures 
1. HOW MUCH DOES IT 
COST FOR A NEW FLEET 
OF CARS AND WHERE DOES 
THE MONEY COME FROM? 
By establishing its own motor 
pool with its own cars Clemson 
has found that by operating this 
separate enterprise with a price 
set at the point it takes to op- 
erate, with no profit and no 
loss, it can run the cars (sedans) 
at six and one half cents a mile 
which is two and one half cents' 
CDA President Finley 
Apologizes ToStudents 
The CDA announced that re- 
funds on tickets purchased for 
the Four Tops dance will be 
made today and Monday. They 
will be made in the training 
room of the dining hall from 
12:30 until 2:00 p.m. 
To the Clemson University 
Student Body: 
The Central Dance Associa- 
tion would like to take this op- 
portunity to explain to the 
Clemson students exactly what 
happened last Saturday night, 
Nancy Miller was recently 
for the 1967 edition. 
elected to be editor of TAPS 
Mar. 12, when the Four 'fops 
did not appear at the Spring 
Hop dance as scheduled. The 
contract with the Four Tops 
was signed and completed 
legally in Dec. 1965. The CD. 
A took every legal step open 
to it to insure the appearance 
of the vocal group for the 
Spring Hop dance. The Willie 
Mitchell band arrived in the af- 
ternoon of Mar. 12, and pre- 
pared to rehearse with the Four 
Tops, but at approximately 
6:00 p.m. I received a phone 
call from the Four Tops' man- 
ager in Detroit that the charter 
air service previously engaged 
to fly the group to Clemson had 
cancelled the flight at the la.st 
minute. The C.D.A then made 
numerous calls to different 
charter services; however, no 
flight could be arranged. 
The C. D. A.'s hands are tied 
in situations of this nature. We 
cannot travel to various loca- 
tions across the country to es- 
cort the groups to Clemson. 
The C.D.A can only make clear 
to the performers the hours of 
the engagement and the exact 
location of Clemson University 
and the dance. 
It should be made clear that 
the C.D.A. took every legal 
and businesslike approach to 
protect itself and the students of 
Clemson from a situation of this 
nature. 
The whole affair is regretted, 
and the C.D.A hopes that all of 
you  who  attended the dance 
Saturday   night  were pleased 
with   the Willie Mitchell band 
and the price amendments that 
were made at the last minute. 
We also hope that all of you en- 




per mile below the usual state 
rate. Thus the motor pool is 
a self-sufficient operation which 
pays for itself and saves the 
University over $45,000 per 
year. 
2. HOW MUCH FEDERAL 
AID DOES CLEMSON RE- 
CEIVE? (A)MONEY(B) PER- 
c e n t a g e     of    total 
FUNDS? 
There is no set figure as 
"Total Funds" at Clemson, 
rather there are five separate, 
financial agencies, only one of 
which concerns the academic 
part of the University with 
which most students are fa- 
miliar. Each one of these five 
agencies has a different per- 
centage of federal aid, but this 
percentage is not constant as 
every day some contract may 
terminate while one or two more 
may be signed. For example, 
while there is only a neglible 
amount of federal money in the 
academic agency, federal funds 
make up some 58 percent of the 
Cooperative Extension Ser- 
vices' funds or thirty three to 
fifty percent of Agricultural Re- 
search's funds. 
3. WHAT HAPPENS TO 
THE MONEY LEFT OVER? 
There is no money left over in 
the sense of a surplus. Each de- 
partment of the University sub- 
mits a list of items it needs 
which are put on one great 
list called the "Wish List" and 
there are approximately one 
and a half million dollars worth 
of items on that list at this time. 
Very few of them will be re- 
moved this year. The only 
money that is carried forward 
is that which is to pay for some- 
thing already contracted. 
In the realm of student or- 
ganizations, the balances are 
carried forward from one year 
to the next as in a checking ac- 
count. 
4. WHY DO WE HAVE TO 
PAY    FOR   BROKEN   LAB 
EQUIPMENT IN THE 
CHEMISTRY DEPART- 
MENT? 
The chemistry department 
feels that if a student knows he 
is going to have to pay for any 
equipment he breaks he will be 
more careful with it. Thus they 
call this payment a "teaching 
tool" for responsibility. They 
point out that the alternative 
is charging a straight lab fee 
like most of the area institutions 
do which is non-refundable. (It 
averages' about fifteen dollars 
at most of tnese). The money 
collected does not stay with the 
chemistry department, it is 
turned Into the accounting de- 
partment and put in the "mis- 
cellaneous   income" category, 
and at the end of the semester 
they request a refund if one is 
due. The chemistry department 
does not profit from breakage. 
CU's YMCA Selects Officers 
For 1966-67 School Semester 
On March 6-7 elections for of- 
ficers in the YMCA for the 
school term 1966-67 were held 
with the following results: 
Elected to serve as President 
is Henry Garbelman, a rising 
senior from Oxon Hill, Mary- 
land; for Vice-President, John 
Baker, a rising senior from Co- 
lumbia; Recording Secretary, 
Sandra Tarquino, a risingjun- 
ior from Weirton, West Vir- 
ginia. 
Four new members were elect- 
ed for a three-year term on the 
YMCA  Advisory   Board,   the 
term beginning Mar. 1, 1966. 
They were Dr. Charles Arring- 
ton, Pastor of the Clemson Bap- 
tist Church; Mr. D. Gregory 
Hughes, Director of Placement, 
Clemson University; Mr. Ken- 
neth Cribb, Spartanburg busi- 
nessman, member of the Board 
of Trustees and a member of the 
YMCA Advisory Board whose 
term expired Mar. 1 and is re- 
elected for another three-year 
term; and Mr. Frank C. Ander- 
son, a businessman in Clem- 
son who is connected witlf the 
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Your Right - Vote! 
In Retrospect 
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There was a political rally here last 
Wednesday night. All students were 
urged to attend to become acquainted 
with the student body candidates— 
their qualifications, merits, objectives, 
etc. Such knowledge is generally con- 
sidered requisite to judicious voting.... 
Then where the hell was everybody? 
Only about fifteen students (other 
than those required to be there) man- 
aged to find time to attend. Every- 
body else was too busy, it seems, for 
people are always too busy to do any- 
thing extra, that little bit more that 
might really produce results. So no- 
body showed. 
But they'll continue to bitch—ah yes, 
do they ever bitch! About the dining 
hall food and the book store prices. 
That   the profs grade unfairly  and 
the basketball team loses, that the 
beds sag and the windows are dirty, 
etc., etc., ad infinitum. Yet comes the 
time when they could do something 
constructive about the situation—like 
elect boys who know the ropes, work 
included—and they fink out. 
Which all goes to prove that this 
great and glorious student body of 
ours which everybody thinks and 
hopes and says is the best to be, ever 
—isn't. Why, it's downright appalling 
how apathetic the majority of students 
really are. Remember that referendum 
held last week? Only 334 ballots were 
cast—a whole 7 percent of the student 
body. The other 93 percent might as 
well not be here, except that they do 
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Hall Court Like, A Page From A Beatnik's Diary 
Something new was tried this week 
on B-9—a hall court. Set up to de- 
termine the guilt or innocence of those 
accused of quiet-hour violations, the 
four judges of the court (elected earlier 
this semester by the hall residents) 
tried and convicted five boys in a 
closed-chambers session held last 
Monday night. The court recommend- 
ed to the hall supervisor that the boys 
be placed on three days' room re- 
striction, and such punishment was 
subsequently meted out. 
Is such a court worthwhile? Some see 
merit in it, for certainly four persons 
are less biased than one (the hall 
super.) and hence could render more 
just decisions. Then, too, the creators 
of the court see it as a means of stim- 
ulating awareness among hall resi- 
dents of their obligations to fellow 
students. 
CURES FOR PAYNE 
On the other side of the question, 
there have been claims that such a 
court is illegal, unwarranted, unfair, 
and unjust. Certainly it is true that the 
court is powerless to do anything but 
recommend a sentence to the super- 
visor, and as such it is little more than 
an advisory panel. Some maintain 
that the supervisor shouldn't need an 
advisory panel, that he ought to be 
man enough to make his own de- 
cisions, but whether the super, needs 
somebody to back up his decisions 
or not is a moot point: he shouldn't. 
The fundamental question is, does 
it work? So far the B-9 court does. 
Since the maintenance of quiet on the 
hall during study hours is the pri- 
mary objective of any supervisory 
system, we say let it be whatever 
works best—even if it is a "kangaroo 
court." 
Payne Joins "God Is Dead" Club; 
Includes Playboy, Bob Jones, KKK 
By LARRY JOE PAYNE 
TIGER Columnist 
So God is dead...with all 
the new discoveries and ad- 
vancements being made in 
medicine today, one would 
think He could have been 
saved...wonder who His doc- 
tors were...guess the old Guy's 
heart just gave out on him...or 
maybe it was cancer...or may- 
be he had T. B....should have 
had those warnings on the cig- 
arette packages long before 
now...but nobody can live for- 
ever...not even God.... 
Hear tell he'd applied for 
Medicare ... but the doctors 
wouldn't treat Him under the 
plan...He'd been living on 
Welfare for three or four hun- 
dred years...was even draw- 
ing social security...h ad 
worked a while as an appren- 
tice carpenter...even tried 
practicing medicine...healed a 
lot of people too...but the 
American Medical Association 
filed charges against him for 
practicing without a license... 
He was persecuted.... 
Wonder what they are going 
to do with the cross he was 
nailed to...keep it in the family 
or present it to the Smith- 
sonian Museum...it'd be quite 
impressive hanging there be- 
side the Wright Brother's first 
airplane...or with Edison's 
first light bulb shining on it... 
and to think that PLAYBOY 
magazine never ran a feature 
interview with Him...wonder if 
LIFE magazine will run a 
special color pictorial on His 
death...I'd like to attend the 
funeral, but I can't afford to 
cut class...we didn't get a free 
cut to attend President Ken- 
nedy's funeral...don't suppose 
we'll get a free cut to attend 
God's funeral either...but the 
business about what they are 
going to do with that cross still 
bothers me.... 
Haven't noticed a lot of 
people mourning over His 
death...some people haven't 
even heard about it...or won't 
believe it...over 278,000 peo- 
ple who attended that Crusade 
in Greenville must not believe 
what they read...but those Bob 
Jones students must have... 
they sure avoided the Crusade 
...must have avoided it for 
some good reason...probably 
because it hurt their street cor- 
ner preaching...or maybe they 
were just smart...after all, cru- 
sades are a thing of the past... 
a thing of the medieval ages 
...and surely there art no 
knights at Bob Jones.... 
Wonder who's going to re- 
place the old Man...Johnson... 
maybe Bobby Kennedy... 
MacNamara ... Thurmond... 
Strom would have to switch 
parties again...run on the 
Christian ticket...South Caro- 
linians would probably elect 
him...or maybe Governor 
Wallace of Alabama...but he 
would never carry the Negro 
vote...after all, they do say 
that God loved EVERY- 
BODY.... 
Seems to me that we should 
investigate somebody to see if 
there was any foul play or un- 
American activities involved 
in his death...the KKK may 
have had something to do with 
it...wouldn't be surprised if 
they were not involved in that 
first cross nailing episode...or 
maybe some of those leftist 
students at Berkeley had a 
hand in it...or it could have 
been the work of the American 
Nazi party...I just can't 
believe that the old Guy just 
died of natural causes...but 
maybe he died of a broken 
heart...he had been neglected 
by a lot of people for a long 
time...but maybe he's not dead 
...who can prove it...those peo- 
ple over in Atlanta were not 
satisfied with taking the 
Braves away from Milwaukee 
...they had to have God along 
with the deal too.... 
So God is dead...wonder if he 
was insured by Lloyd's of 
London...so He's dead...so 
what...never did put much 
trust in a person I couldn't 
see...He never appeared on the 
Johruiy Carson show...never 
did see a personal interview 
with him in PLAYBOY...never 
read about him in SPORTS 
ILLUSTRATED...never saw 
him do an advertisement for 
Coke...or Gillette razor... 
never saw his portrait on a 
five dollar bill...or even on a 
penny...he never taught re- 
ligion at any big University... 
he was just a useless old man 
...he should have retired after 
helping Noah with his ark... 
or after helping little Joe slay 
that big Giant...but maybe it 
was all just legendary...could 
have been the work of some 
old time Walt Disney...so a 
long-time institution has died 
...wonder what that is going to 
do to old Hugh Hefner's Play- 
boy philosophy on Sex and 
Religion...what Hugh had 
been saying all along was that 
one shouldn't have to refer to 
a bible after accomplishing 
seduction... 
LETTERS TO TOM 
By BOB KAULAKIS 
TIGER   Columnist 
One day I was tooling down 
the pavement south of the 
Mason-Dixon, and I flipped 
some wrong turn between Rab- 
bit's and the Time Inn. Like 
there were all these guys run- 
ning around in conformity, 
and I saw none of my people. 
Matching shirts and socks and 
button-down silk stocking 
jerkins. Someplace called the 
Jabberwocky...some pseudo 
image of some pseudo Wash- 
ington Square Bitter End. No 
chapter of the Hell's Angels, 
Berdoo wouldn't want it. It 
was a scene of higher educa- 
tion, and I grooved down 
these little roads between these 
oversized pads made out of 
ticky tacky. 
Man, this crazy long-haired 
Amazon-type woman drifted 
out in front of my Healey, 
and I stretched for my disc 
brakes. I slid into the turf, 
got out and popped the hood. 
My mill wasn't turning. Mis- 
fortune. This crazy chick 
asked me for my autograph; 
thought I was a Rolling Stone, 
or Dylan, or something. She 
was wearing a sweatshirt with 
"Pray for Surf" on the front, 
and "Stamp our Zeppelins "on 
the back, and singing "I ain't 
gonna work on Maggie's farm 
no more." This chippy was 
wierd, man. Had a patch on 
her knee and one white sneak- 
er. Pierced ears with one big 
gold ring in one. 
"Baby," I said, "Where am 
I?" I thought it was some kind 
of Mesopotamia for real, and 
I thought of "Highway 61 Re- 
visited." "Cow College, man," 
she said, "but I don't dig this 
scene, let's fade to Berkeley." 
Yeah...for sure...I thought, 
and    said   "What   for,   you 
square doll? Everybody goes 
to Berkeley." People going no- 
where. 
And this big Beezer with two 
guys came vibrating down the 
road. There was this cat with 
a black leather jacket with an 
eagle on the back and a buddy 
jockeying it. He said "Hop on 
man, I'll lift you to What's 
Happening." And we left the 
broad playing scavenger near 
my wheels. Looking for 
souvenirs, I guess. 
This place where the cat 
walked his bike to just didn't 
turn me on. They called it the 
Jew Shop. He let out a growl 
for some Java, gave her an 
eleven dollar bill, and we sat 
down near a swinging door. 
Some cat wearing pin-striped 
threads strutted over and 
asked me if I jived with the 
Lander Deputation. I said 
"No man, but I can put down 
some sounds on this here ga- 
zoo," which I was carrying at 
the time. I played "Home on 
the Range" for him. I was 
gonna offer to do "Sub- 
terranean Blues,"but he broke 
into tears and split for his pad. 
Never could dig that cat. 
Guess he got homesick. Just 
then this cool walkin' broad 
slipped in. I says "Look out 
honey," and she cast me a 
cute smile and shook it over to 
the juke box. She dropped 
some coin into the slot and the 
Sounds of Silence came flow- 
ing. She was poured into some 
black tights and purred like a 
kitten. Had the grooviest 
black wig over some blonde 
hair.   She didn't look back. 
I said "Let's get legs babe." 
We split the place, climbed into 
her little sports car and pulled 
a fade to the far side of cam- 
pus. Historical, man. There's 
Are Clemson Students' Stifficating In Apathy?' 
PR's Unhappy Dear Tom, What's the matter with the 
students who attend Clemson? 
Don't they realize that there 
is more to modern university 
life than shuffling from class to 
class like dull-eyed zombies? 
In a state where the leading 
Republican candidate for gov- 
ernor is a powerful member 
of the General Assembly's Seg- 
regation Committee, in a state 
where poverty exists every- 
where, in a state where edu- 
cation for a major portion of 
the populace is a second-rate, 
in a state where a United States 
Representative can laugh 
about a Presidential assassi- 
nation, in a state where justice 
for a major segment of the 
population is a sickening 
farce, in a state which does not 
have a compulsory education 
law, in a state which does not 
have absentee ballots for stu- 
dents, in a country where a 
student's draft classification 
can be changed because he 
protests a government policy, 
in a society which demands 
conformity, there are certain- 
ly many things that concerned 
students can do. There are 
political clubs to join, and a 
tutorial project which can use 
a hundred new tutors. Also, 
there are innumerable sum- 
mer work projects for those 
students who wish to become 
involved in the "movements" 
which are raging in our coun- 
try today. Even a visit or two 
to the Jabberwocky is a worth- 
while action. Anything other 
than merely suffocating in 
apathy as the present student 
body is doing would be better. 
Evron Laitala 
Class of 1969 
Dear Tom, 
This is a note of thanks to 
the Clemson Gentlemen who 
participated in the rousing 
shouts and laughter extended 
in appreciation of the per- 
formance put on at the Mili- 
tary Ball, Friday night, 
March 11. 
For months this Clemson 
team prepared their longest 
and most complicated routine 
for their school. For two years 
now the members of this team 
have praised Clemson and its 
students to their families and 
girls. For days they worried 
about making mistakes in 
front of their parents, girls, 
and classmates. 
They then received their re- 
ward after the high point of 
their performance from some- 
one hiding behind a window 
and from some ill-humored 
people standing on the quad- 
rangle. "PR's (censored)! Ha! 
ha! Ha! Ha!" 
Thank you, Clemson Gen- 
tlemen. 
Cadet PR Cpl. Ivan Kelley III 
Class of '68 
HMS Pinafore 
Dear Tom: 
I should like to take this op- 
portunity to express my 
thoughts on the recent presen- 
tation of HMS Pinafore. It was 
my good fortune to attend, 
along with my ten year old 
son and nine year old daugh- 
ter, the very first performance. 
To me it was readily apparent 
that a professional job was be- 
ing done and I must say it 
was a pleasant surprise to see 
so much talent coming to the 
fore. A production of this cal- 
iber doesn't just happen over- 
night and I'm certain that 
many weeks of practice and 
preparation were involved. 
For my part, and I'm sure that 
all who attended concur, I say 
"Thanks to all concerned for 
providing this community 
with such splendid entertain- 
ment. " 
F. M.McConnell'50 
this white Calhoun house with 
these four big posts in front. 
Some crazy cat with sandals, 
long hair, and chains was try- 
ing to push the posts over. 
This crazy broad with a "Say 
Lake Seneca" sweatshirt was 
running toward him with a 
pair of scissors. Crazy, man. 
I yelled "Run Samson! Run!" 
but some cat from the NAACP 
tripped her and said she was 
discriminating because he had 
a right to wear long locks. 
Just then a dog came by walk- 
ing his little boy. 
Some guys were catching 
rays on the stretch of turf 
alongside this antique pad. I 
said "Baby, this place is noth- 
ing like the village." But I 
changed my mind when we got 
to these dikes overlooking this 
lake. She never stumbled; she 
had no place to fall. 
I had to make the scene in 
Nashville for Country West- 
ern so we had to make like 
trees. I left my wheels in that 
strange place, and I hitched a 
ride with some camel driver 
who was making like Hanni- 
bal and crossing the Hills. 
Like going the wrong way on 
a one way street. 
Endsville. 
Letters To Tom 
Tennis Courts 
Dear Tom, 
Although we are not, by far, 
the greatest tennis players in 
the world, we enjoy a friendly 
game every now and then. 
This used to be possible with 
only a minimum amount of 
waiting for an open court. 
Now days when we do get a 
court, we have to pray that the 
tennis team will not practice, 
as they have priority over the 
student courts. From talking 
to the coach and several mem- 
bers of the team, we have 
found that they have really not 
lost the directions to their 
courts, but are practicing on 
the student courts because of a 
definite laxness on the part of 
the athletic department. The 
varsity courts have not been 
treated, rolled, or lined this 
year and it has been over a 
week since it has rained. Sure- 
ly this is a small gripe, but 
we hope something can be 
done. 
Sincerely, 
Billy Ralston, '69 
Gene Brigman, '69 
Ronnie  Pavenell,  '68 
FROM THE HILLSIDE 
Hill Recommends Standards 
For Student Body Offices 
By   CHARLES HILL 
Associate Editor 
By the time this issue of The TIGER is published, 
the campaigns for the several Student Body offices 
will be in full swing. On Tuesday night, candidates 
taped their views in an interview-discussion for 
WSBF. On Wednesday night, the candidates spoke 
to the interested students who gathered in Tillman 
Hall. By now campaign posters and cards wall- 
paper   the   dormitory   area  and litter the floor. 
The campaign this year seems to be character- 
ized by a greater seriousness of purpose and more 
attention to student government issues than in re- 
cent years. This is as it should be, for student 
government has accomplished many worthwhile 
tasks this year, and the current organization has 
worked hard to earn the respect it now commands 
from students and administration. Thus, candi- 
dates to fill these offices next year must realize 
that the footprints of Student Government 1965-66 
will be hard to follow, and the tradition established 
by that administration will be difficult to carry on. 
This trend toward better student government was 
noted in a recent editorial in The Daily Texan, cam- 
pus newspaper of the University of Texas. Says 
The Daily Texan columnist, " Student government 
has gone 'responsible.'...Today students are ask- 
ing for a role in the governing of the University. 
They are willing to...plow through acres of ad- 
ministrative red tape, delve into important but 
unspectacular aspects of University policy. Stu- 
dent leaders have...(asked)...for seats on some of 
the policy making committees..." 
The trend is also towards better campaigning. 
In an earlier column this school year ("CU Stu- 
dent Election Methods: Is 'Name Game' Over- 
played?" September 24, 1965), I attempted to 
point out some of the current election system's 
faults. These shortcomings include the Battle of the 
Banner, which succeeds in getting the candidate's 
name before the electorate but results in a littered 
campus and decisions based only on a "Who's got 
the most signs?'' basis. Another is the problem of 
"going out and meeting the boys,"which is good for 
personal contact, but also good for interrupting 
study and awaking sleeping scholars. 
In this aforementioned column, I also suggested 
a "stump-meeting"-type rally of candidates, in 
which each would be given a chance to speak for 
himself. This program was attempted Wednesday 
night, but at the time of this writing the attendance 
at the rally, which has always been the doubtful 
factor  in  a meeting  of this  sort,  is  not known. 
But though the candidates have thrown them- 
selves heartily into the sign campaign, though they 
have spoken at rallies, over the radio, and through 
The TIGER, they-are expecting a large degree of 
cooperation and interest on the part of the students 
themselves. They expect, and rightfully so, each 
student who votes to take it upon themselves to 
investigate the candidates for each office and de- 
cide who is best qualified. 
How can you decide which candidate is best 
qualified? Here are four criteria on which you may 
fairly judge each candidate: 
1) Experience: Candidates who are seeking 
election to offices selected by the entire student 
body should have some degree of experience in 
student government. This goes beyond the mere 
distinction of "office-holding;" it connotes active 
participation in student government. The best way 
to determine a candidate's qualifications in this 
area is to talk with people who have worked close- 
ly with student government. Find out if the candi- 
date in question has devoted hiinself fully to his pre- 
scribed tasks in other leadership positions. 
2) Time: In his introductory, remarks on the 
night of student body nominations, Student Body 
President Gray Walsh advised the potential candi-, 
dates, "If you are elected, you. must make student 
government a full-time job." Another student gov- 
ernment leader said of a high position in the student 
body, "It's a full-time, man-killing job. "The candi- 
date for office should have abundant time to devote 
to his office, without being tied down by too many 
other outside interests. 
3) Enthusiasm: The potential office-holder must 
possess a driving interest in the position he wishes: 
to fill. This criterion separates those who are run- 
ning merely for the "honor" of the office from those 
who  are sincerely willing to serve Clemson stu- 
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Executive Post Student Body Candidates 
i || To be everything to everybody—that is perhaps the 1 
|| greatest challenge that any leader can try to face. | 
l|And this challenge in itself is enough to keep anyf 
gj leader busy. 
Whether he accepts that challenge or not, it is one | 
flof the first standards upon which a leader will be | 
|| criticized and evaluated. No student position | 
|; exemplifies this saying more than that of student | 
||body president, for a president has to serve as an | 
! administrator, a leader, a follower, correspondent, | 
|| coordinator, and chief student representative of his | 
§: campus. This is a full-time job. 
Among the first duties of any president is the ap- | 
pointment of capable persons to fill certain executive | 
|| committee positions. 
Often the quality of individuals appointed to these | 
posts can determine to a large extent the success of 1 
future programs of the student government. 
Clemson seems to have been very fortunate this.| 
11 year in having executive appointees who have ful- §| 
1 filled their offices to the  utmost of their abilities. I 
i i • I 
Of course,  the  planning for the incoming fresh-1 
I man class at Clemson requires a great deal of work 
| by the student body president. The Rat Pack, fresh- 
| man campus tour, rat master program, orientation, 
1 pep rallies, communications with freshmen and up-1| 
I per-classmen—all of these have to be planned, and || 
1 it takes a large part of the summer to do it. 
Shortly after the freshmen settle down, the president || 
| can turn his attention to other duties. Student Body ;| 
I President Gray Walsh described one of his exper-1 
| iences in these words: "One  of the most unusual | 
II experiences of my term was a panel discussion on | 
dating held at Winthrop College. The panel wasn't;! 
|| so unusual, as it consisted of five men from five dif- 
II ferent schools, but the questions on dating conduct | 
I and a 1300-girl audience combined to make the even- 
|| ing one which I shall always remember." 
Correspondence is one thing that a student body 
|| president never lacks. Other schools experience many 
|| of the same problems which Clemson does, and || 
|| the first step toward solving any problem is finding 1 
;i out how others have faced similar situations. 
All bills passed by the Student Senate come to the p 
|| executive branch for approval or veto. These neces- 
sitate discussion not only with the president's cab- |§ 
II inet, but also with individuals throughout the entire 
|| student body. 
Special student body projects, meetings, and study 
|| take most of the remainder of a president's time.. 
Danny Speights 
Danny Speights, a rising senior in History, is one 
of two candidates for president. A native of Hamp- 
ton, Danny's most outstanding extracurricular ac- 
tivity has been his post as Attorney General of the 
Student Body this year. 
In addition, he is currently a member of the presi- 
dent's cabinet, chief prosecuting attorney for the 
High Court, and a member of Blue Key and the 
YMCA. He was a class senator as a sophomore, 
and is a member of Kappa Delta Chi. 
When asked about his plans if elected, he enum- 
erated several programs: a clear definition of the 
authority and responsibilities of student govern- 
ment; student membership on University committees 
such as the Fine Arts Committee, the Schedule Com- 
mittee, and the Curriculum Committee. 
He felt that the president should be a non-voting 
member of the Board of Trustees, and promised to 
work for a teacher-evaluation by students program. 
He also plans to examine the possibility of purchas- 
ing separate dining hall tickets. I 
Jim Sutherland 
The other candidate for president is Jim Suther- 
land of Clemson. A rising senior in pre-medicine, 
Sutherland is currently Secretary of the Student 
Body. 
His other student government activities include 
membership on the president's cabinet and on the 
Ways and Means Committee. He is also chairman of 
the Appeals Court. 
Other extracurricular activities include member- 
ship in Tiger Brotherhood, Blue Key, Phi Kappa 
Phi and Phi Eta Sigma honor fraternities, Block "C" 
Club, Fellowship of Christian Athletes, and Delta 
Kappa Alpha social fraternity. 
He is  a guard on the varsity Basketball team. 
Sutherland stated that it was his intention to pro- 
mote "activities in interests of Clemson students, 
establish better student-administrative and student- 
student government understanding, and provide a 
basis of new activities for the future when the new 
Student Union building will be completed. 
He plans, if elected, to improve student voting by 
having auxiliary polls in the dining halls during 
lunch and dinner hours, urge debate among stu- 
dents on student political issues, introduce a plan to 
Student Government Drive 
Set To Help Miracle Hill 
Following a recent trip to 
Miracle Hill Schools, the Stu- 
dent Government of Clemson 
has adopted the service proj- 
ect of raising money to help 
buy school supplies for the 
children of Miracle Hill. 
The drive will be held on the 
night of Mar. 23, and it is 
hoped that all students will 
take this project seriously and 
give it their full support. 
Miracle Hill, located 10 
miles from Pickens, was 
founded approximately eight 
years ago by a minister who 
had access to a barn, a corn 
crib, two houses, 71 acres of 
land, and a large amount of 
faith and determination. 
Since the time of its found- 
ing, Miracle Hill has grown to 
include 200 acres of land and 
12 buildings. The school was 
started to provide children 
from broken homes with an at- 
mosphere conducive to de- 
velopment and growth. 
There are presently 179 chil- 
dren at Miracle Hill ranging 
in age from 2 to 20. 
Most of these children are 
from the Greenville area, and 
the ratio of boys to girls is 
about even. 
Miracle Hill is a place where 
everybody helps by doing his 
share of the work. The older 
children are required to work 
two hours each day. Recently 
some of the older boys com- 
bined their time and talents to 
tile the walls in the dining hall 
and the nursery. 
The other boys could be 
found in the green house or in 
the kitchen. One young man 
from Greer has gained the re- 
spect of everyone at the Hill 
through his accomplishments 
with the pots and pans. His in- 
structors are convinced that he 
is well on his way toward be- 
coming a master cheft 
The girls devote their work 
hours to knitting, baby sitting, 
and sewing clothes for them- 
selves and the other children. 
Each child is paid a small 
amount for his services. If he 
does a very thorough job, he 
is rewarded with a small boost 
in allowance; however, if he 
does a sloppy job, his allow- 
ance may be cut. 
One half of each child's al- 
lowance is put into a savings 
account for him. This money 
will later enable the young 
man or lady to at least have a 
start in life when they leave the 
Hill. 
It is interesting to note that 
almost every child tithes a cer- 
tain amount of his allowance 
to the church even though he 
is not required to do so. This 
indicates that the children 
know how to give as well as 
receive—a virtue which many 
adults seem to have forgotten. 
The average monthly bud- 
get of Miracle Hill is- about 
$10,000. Having no connect- 
ions with government agen- 
cies, Miracle Hill is run en- 
tirely on donations from in- 
dividuals and the general pub- 
lic. 
One of their greatest needs 
exists in the area of teaching 
aids for the secondary 
schools. In order to help al- 
leviate this need, the Clemson 
Student Government has set a 
goal of $1500 which it hopes 
to attain during the Miracle 
Hill drive. 
Terry Alexander, chairman 
of the Ways and Means Com- 
mittee, had this to say: 
"In the past Clemson stu- 
dents have been very unselfish 
in contributing to worthy 
causes, and I hope that they 
will give this drive their whole- 
hearted support. There just 
isn't anything sadder than a 
child in need." 
™W:«W::¥;,->:™::-SSB: 
insure that any controversial issue initiated by the 
office of student affairs would be clearly explained to 
students and provide for rebuttal, introduce a pro- 
gram of naming dorms, and many others. 
Sutherland noted that his academic schedule for 
the next year will be light, and he emphasized that 
he felt that he would have the time required to handle 
the position in a satisfactory manner. 
Competing For Secretary 
Kenneth Suggs 
Kenneth M. Suggs, a rising junior in economics 
from Anderson, is one of three candidates for 
Student Body Secretary. 
Ken is a brother of Kappa Sigma Nu social 
fraternity and was a Tigerama skit director this 
year. He has participated in intramural sports 
for two years. 
He stated that his reason for seeking the office 
was that he felt that he owed it to his school to 
take an active part in student government. He 
added that if he were elected he would "like to 
have a part in bringing a full, active student 
government closer to every Clemson student." 
Mary B. Trout, also a candidate for Secretary 
of the Student Body, is from Coral Gables, Fla. 
A rising senior with a double major in math and 
civil engineering, she was secretary of her fresh- 
man class. 
She holds membership in the YMCA, ASCE,, 
Omicron Zeta Tau sorority, BSU, Association 
for Computing Machinery, Phi Kappa Phi, Sig- 
ma Tau Epsilon, Newtonian Society, WSBF, 
University Singers, Light Brigade, and the 
Honors Program. She has received the Tau Beta 
Pi Women's Badge. 
When asked why she wished to be secretary 
she replied, "As Dean Cox said, we have a 
strong student government, but it cannot stay 
that way unless the students are interested enough 
to support it. I am supporting the student gov- 
ernment in the best way I can—with my time and 
effort." 
If elected she plans to "fulfill the office of Sec- 
retary of the Student Body to the best of my 
ability and to uphold the standards of a 'Clem- 
son lady'." 
Walker Sole Aspirant 
For Vice - Presidency 
Unopposed in the Vice-Presidential campaign is 
William S. Walker of Nichols. A rising senior in his- 
tory, Billy is presently chairman of the Central Spirit 
Committee. He holds membership in Blue Key, Tiger 
brotherhood, Gamma Alpha Mu honorary writers' 
fraternity, the Fellowship of Christian Athletes, and 
Kappa Delta Chi social fraternity. He is a former 
TIGER Sports Editor. 
When asked why he seeks the office of Student 
Body Vice-President, Walker replied, "My experience 
on the Central Spirit Committee has made me aware 
of student government needs. Being conscious of 
these needs, I feel it is my responsibility to con- 
tribute...." 
He plans when elected "to promote an effective 
student government operation through cooperation 
among campus leaders." 
Competing For Treasurer 
Chuck Whitney 
David C. Whitney is a rising junior from Clem- 
son, S. C, majoring in English. 
Chuck has served as freshman class treasurer 
and a member of the Financial Review Board. 
He is presently a senator. 
His other activities include: the Canterbury 
Club, YMCA, TIGER Staff, and the Clemson 
Players. He was the recipient of the Danforth 
Summer Scholarship his freshman year, was 
awarded the Phi Eta Sigma English Award, 
and has participated in the Honors Program. He 
currently is vice-president of the Canterbury Club 
and News Editor of the TIGER. 
Whitney said that he sought the office because 
he felt that the executive branch needed strength- 
ening and he felt qualified to serve because of his 
past experience in student government and his 
longtime residence in Clemson. 
His plans if elected included: to serve the 
president in an advisory capacity, to maintain 
the student civil service as a growing power in 
student government, and to represent the Clem- 
son student body. 
Denis Brosnan 
Denis A. Brosnan, candidate for Student Body 
Treasurer, is a rising senior majoring in ceramic 
engineering. Brosnan, a native of Atlanta, Ga., 
is a member of Sigma Kappa Epsilon social 
fraternity, the American Ceramic Society, and 
Keramos honorary fraternity. 
He is currently secretary of both Sigma Kappa 
Epsilon and the American Ceramic Society, and 
is herald of Keramos. On Honors and Awards 
Day Denis will be presented the Keramos Rising 
Senior Award. 
Brosnan stated that he felt that he could in- 
crease interest in student government and that 
he could serve best in the capacity of treasurer. 
"I hope to inform all students as to the usage 
of the Student Activities fee in my capacity as 
chairman of the Financial Review Board," he 
said about his plans if he were elected. 
Brosnan also hoped to emphasize the im- 
portance of student government to the University 
during his campaign. He pointed out that the 
poor student showing at the recent referendum 
demonstrated the need for such action. 
Cavert McCorkle 
Cavert McCorkle, a rising pre-med junior 
from Arlington, Va. is also a candidate for 
Student Body Treasurer. Cavert is a member 
of both the TIGER and TAPS staffs. He also 
belongs to Delta Sigma Nu and Phi Eta Sigma. 
He is  a participant in the  Honors Program. 
He plans if elected "to continue the procedures 
and plans set by the present Treasurer of the 
Student Body with emphasis placed on the fol- 
lowing through of the recommendations pre- 
sented to each individual organization." 
He commented, "Keeping promises is diffi- 
cult; therefore, I make none with the under- 
standing that I will strive to carry out the 
wishes and desires of the students in the best 
and most efficient way possible." 
Linda Ramsay 
Linda M. Ramsay of Madison is the final 
candidate for Treasurer. She is a rising senior 
majoring in history, and is a transfer student 
from Winthrop. This year she was secretary of 
the Financial Review Board. 
She wishes to "build upon the foundation es- 
tablished by this year's Financial Review 
Board." She added that since she is secretary 
of this board this year she is qualified to do this.. 
If elected she plans to continue and enlarge 
upon the idea of answering questions on where 
students' money goes, to start the Review Board 
functioning earlier in the year than in the past, 
and to review the finances of more organizations. 
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High Court Candidates 
Michael Click William. Dean 
Candidate for High Court 
Mike Click of Gainesville, Ga., 
is a rising senior in Chemical 
Engineering. He has been the 
President of the Sophomore 
Class and is now a senator, 
serving as chairman of the Stu- 
dent Organizations Affairs 
Committee. 
Mike is seeking this office "to 
help raise the judicial system of 
Clemson's student government, 
and to preserve the rights of 
all students and see that justice 
is done." He urges all students 
to vote and to consider the qual- 
ifications of the candidates care- 
fully. 
Bill Dean, a senior in biology, 
is a native of Clemson. He is a 
member of the YMCA and of 
Sigma Kappa Epsilon social 
fraternity. 
Bill seeks election to High 
Court because he has "an in- 
terest in student government 
and a desire to participate in 
the functions of Clemson Uni- 
versity and, while doing so, 
to contribute to the school dur- 
ing my stay here." 
Charles E. Hill David Narramore 
Charles Hill, a rising senior 
history major from Jackson, 
wishes to be elected to High 
Court "to take an active part 
in student government by serv- 
ing in a responsible capacity." 
Charles is Associate Editor 
of the TIGER, Vice-President 
of his class, and a member of 
the Rat Court. He is a former 
P. R. and a member of Blue 
Key, Phi Kappa Phi, Scabbard 
and Blade, and Phi Eta Sigma. 
He was a delegate to SCSSL 
and is an Honors Program par- 
ticipant. He is a former winner 
of the Phi Eta Sigma English 
Award. 
High Court candidate David 
L. Narramore is an archi- 
tecture major from Greenville. 
David, a rising senior, is a 
member of the Numeral Society 
and a TAPS junior staffer. He 
is serving currently on the 
Men's Residence Court. 
David feels that his exper- 
ience on residence court would 
be a great aid in working with 
the High Court, which he says 
he regards highly. 
Narramore, when asked 
what he would do if elected, 
stated, "I plan to do as good 
a job as a person is capable 
of doing. This includes fair- 
ness, honesty, and an unbiased 
opinion. I am for the Clemson 
student." 
Randy Mahaffey Michael Maxwell 
Randy Mahaffey, Junior 
Class President, also seeks elec- 
tion to High Court. Randy, a 
pre-med major from La- 
Grange, Ga., is a member of 
Blue Key, Delta Kappa Alpha, 
Tiger Brotherhood, and the 
varsity basketball team. He 
was sophomore class secretary. 
Randy said that he felt that 
in the past too few cases had 
been before high court, and 
that some cases were made 
examples to other students. "In 
many cases," he added, "the 
penalties have not been pro- 
portionate to  the crimes." 
"'Mike Maxwell a rising senior 
in mechanical engineering from 
Greenville, is running for High 
Court and wants "to see stu- 
dent government at Clemson 
have more of a part in the ac- 
tual running of the school. 
Maxwell is a former senator 
and is a R. F. Poole Scholar. 
He has been both a junior and 
senior staffer on TAPS. He has 
won the Phi Eta Sigma Math 
Award and is a member of Tau 
Beta Pi, Phi Eta Sigma, and the 
Numeral Society. 
William. F. Mays David Redden 
Bill Mays, a senior from Al- 
lendale in I. M., is a member 
of the Who's Who in American 
Colleges and Universities. He 
is a class senator and chair- 
man of the Senate Academic 
Affairs Committee. He is a for- 
mer cadet commander of the 
Air Force ROTC wing at Clem- 
son. He belongs to Scabbard 
and Blade, Arnold Air Society, 
SAM, and Iota Mu Sigma. He 
won the Air Science III Achieve- 
ment Award last year. He also 
edits a SAM publication. 
Bill feels that he is qualified 
to handle the responsibility. 
a native of 
majoring in 
Terry Richardson       j u/eaver 
Terrv   Richardson   nf   Rarn- '    • v**'^' y o B  
well, a senior in economics, is 
the only candidate who is seek- 
ing re-election to High Court. 
During his freshman year Terry 
was class vice-president. The 
following year he was a sena- 
tor, and this year he was a High 
Court member. He is a member, 
of Blue Key, Phi Kappa Phi, 
Kappa Delta Chi, the debate 
team, and the "Y". Terry com- 
mented, "Recent constitutional 
amendments increase the 
courts' responsibility in student 
government. After being fortu- 
nate enough to serve in this 
capacity last year, I can see 
the job that needs to be done." 
James T. Weaver, an I. M. 
major from Greenville and a 
rising senior, seeks election to 
High Court because he wants 
to participate in student govern- 
ment and he feels that his two 
years' experience as' a High 
Court attorney amply qualify 
him. 
As well as being a prosecuting 
attorney, Weaver was a swim- 
mer on the freshman team, and 
is a hall supervisor. He is also 
the secretary of the Society for 
the Advancement of Manage- 
ment. 
David Redden, 
Hartsville who is 
M. E., is currently Junior Class 
Treasurer. He is a member of 
Kappa Delta Chi, a nominee 
to Tau Beta Pi, ASME, and 
secretary of his fraternity. 
If elected he plans to examine 
each case for the benefit of the 
student body as a whole rather 
than for the individual. He also 
would like to increase the im- 
portance and authority of the 
High Court. 
J. Mclnnis 
John Mclnnis, a rising senior 
in math, is from Clio. He is a 
member of the Numeral Society, 
and is a former sophomore sen- 
ator. He was forced to drop out 
of school because of illness, and 
was unable to run last year, 
but he still has a desire to serve 
the school through student gov- 
ernment activity. 
Jim Shell 
Rounding out the candidates 
for High Court is James Thom- 
as Shell of Fountain Inn. He is 
a rising senior. (Additional in- 
formation unavailable at press 
time — ed. note.) 
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Qualifying Qualities 
By JOHN ANDERSON 
Special Writer 
With prospects for a more efficient and effective 
judicial system due to recently approved amend- 
ments, candidates for positions on High Court, 
Men's Residence Court, and Women's Residence 
Court are now in the midst of the election cam- 
paigns. What type of qualifications should the stu- 
dent body look for in these candidates in order to 
assure the election of competent officials? 
First, the ability to assume responsibility should 
be considered a necessity. Those students who are 
elected will be called on to decide the guilt or inno- 
cence of their fellow students and to determine the 
just punishment of all guilty individuals. This is 
a grave responsibility—one that must not be taken 
lightly. 
Also, a good court official should be level-headed 
and fair. Rather than helping, emotionalism tends 
to hamper the effectiveness of justice. The candi- 
dates' own conduct should be above reproach for 
two reasons: in the first place, a student govern- 
ment official is responsible not only to the student 
body but also to the public for the image he por- 
trays of Clemson; secondly, it would be both para- 
doxical and maljustice to convict a fellow student 
for an offense that the judge himself had just 
committed. 
Finally, while previous experience in student 
government is never a handicap, it should not be 
considered a necessity. An inexperienced person 
with the above-mentioned qualities and the desire 
to serve can do as fine a job as the most exper- 
ienced. 
Men's Residence Court 
James H. Ellicott 
Calling Hampton, Va., 
home, Jim Ellicott is one of 
five candidates running for a 
Men's Residence Court post. 
A rising senior majoring in in- 
dustrial management, Jim is a 
member of Sigma Kappa 
Epsilon, Alpha Phi Omega, and 
SAM. 
Jim Ellicott's election plans 
are "to further improve rela- 
tions between the student body 
and the university administra- 
tion and to promote more active 
participation at all levels of our 
judicial system." He feels that 
giving more responsibility to 
the elected officials will help to 
increase cooperation through- 
out th"e university student body. 
Fred Gassaway 
JIM SUTHERLAND wants to serve YOU, the students of Clemson 




of the Clemson Student Body 
In the past, student government has been in the hands of a "select few" — now 
it is time to let ALL the Clemson students speak. 
Jim Sutherland doesn't need the endorsements of the "select few/' but he does 
need YOUR vote to put his plans for a better Clemson into operation. The time has 
come for ALL Clemson students to voice their choice! 
Clemson STUDENTS Are First! 
An agricultural economics 
major entering his third year, 
Fred Gassaway of Donalds is 
competing for a position on the 
Men's Residence Court. Fred is 
a member of the Clemson 4-H 
Club, the Ag. Econ. Club, the 
Glee Club, and the Baptist Stu- 
dent Union. Currently he is 
serving on the Agricultural 
Council. 
Fred gives his reason for run- 
ning for office very simply: he 
sees a job that needs to be done 
and feels that he can do it. He 
plans to "increase the interest 
in student government at Clem- 
son and encourage a closer re- 
lationship between the student 
and   the   administration." 
Jerry Mandich 
Charlestonian Jerry Mandich 
is a candidate for the Men's 
Residence Court. Entering his 
junior year as a history major, 
Jerry has participated in all 
intramural sports and is a 
member of Kappa Sigma Nu 
fraternity as well as the Charles- 
ton County Club. 
In reply to a questionnaire, 
Jerry said his reason for run- 
ning for the residence court was 
"because I feel the students 
should take a more active part 
in student government and I 
would like to do my share." 
Carl Newman 
Hailing from Jacksonville, 
Fla., Carl Newman is one of 
five rising juniors vying for po- 
sitions on the Men's Residence 
Court. An economics major, 
Carl is a member of Kappa 
Sigma Nu and has participated 
in all of the intramural sports. 
Carl gives his principal rea- 
son for running for residence 
court as a desire "to play a 
more active part in the student 
government...." He would like 
to see a smoother organization 
of dormitory life, he says, and 
secure more coopera^ve living 
among students. If elected, Carl 
proposes to be a staunch de- 
fender of individual rights and 
unbiased decisions in the court. 
^^»* 
James D. Smith 
Pre-med major James Smith 
of Belton is running for Men's 
Residence Court. A rising jun- 
ior, he has played freshman 
tennis and is a member of the 
Glee Club and Kappa Sigma 
Nu fraternity. 
Aiming to give the men's 
dormitory  residents  a fair ju- 
dicial body, James plans to "aid 
the judicial branch of the stu- 
dent body government to bet- 
ter coordinate the minor prob- 
lems of the men's dormitory be- 
tween the student body and the 
administration." He adds that, 
if elected, he will be as fair and 
'just in his decisions as he can. 
Coed Residence Court 
Tondy McGowan 
A rising junior majoring in 
English, Tondy McGowan is 
one of three candidates for the 
Women's Residence Court. 
Hailing from Sumter, Tondy 
has worked on the TIGER staff 
and is presently a member of the 
rifle team and Gamma Beta Phi. 
In running for office, Tondy 
commented that "girls should 
definitely have more interest in 
the workings of the school gov- 
ernment." She voiced her hopes 
that by working on the resi- 
dence court she could learn 
more about the laws of the Uni- 
versity and the composition of 
the student government. 
Margaret Seay 
A native of Columbia, Mar- 
garet Seay is an architecture 
major vying for a position on 
the Women's Residence Court. 
In the two years she has attend- 
ed Clemson, Margaret has 
served as freshman cheerleader 
and as a TAPS junior staffer. 
She is a member of Sigma Beta 
Chi and the AIA, and is pres- 
ently on the Women's Residence 
Court. 
If elected, Margaret hopes to 
help increase the effectiveness 
of the residence court and to 
"set solid foundations for future 
decisions to rely on." She said 
that now, having served on the 
Women's Residence Court for a 
year, she realizes its signifi- 
cance in the development of fu- 
ture standards. 
Joan Strickland 
Naming Annandale, Va., as 
her home town, Joan Strick- 
land, a rising junipr major- 
ing in history, is also running 
for a position on the Women's 
Residence Court. Last year she 
was a member of the Light 
Brigade and this year is serving 
on the Women's House Council 
as well as being social chair- 
man of Women's Dorm 1. 
Asked about her reasons for 
running for this office, Joan 
replied that she was interested 
in both participating in student 
government and in promoting 
the judicial influence of the resi- 
dence court. Her goal, she add- 
ed, would be "to make Women's 
Residence Court a more ef- 
fective part of Clemson's stu- 
dent government judicial 
branch by helping this court 
become more authoritative in 
dealing with rules violations 
by the coeds." 
We Support 
Danny Speights! 
The following campus leaders pledge their 
support to the candidacy of Daniel A. Speights 
for Student Body President: 
John Shelley 
President, Blue Key 
President, Tau Beta Pi 
Myles Stevens 
Commander, 
Scabbard and Blade 
Dan  Truett 
President, YMCA 
David Crawford 




Chairman, Ag. Council 
Terry  Richardson 






Carl  Brown 
Chief Announcer, WSBF 
Charles Foster 
Sec.-Treas., Blue Key 
John Matthew 





Vice-Chairman, High Court 
Billy Walker 




Freshman  Class 
Buddy Thompson 
Freshman  Senator 
Doug Fernandez 
President, Clemson Players 
Jimmy Hill 
Junior Class Secretary 
Don Driggers 
Secretary, High Court 
Paul Burnette 
President,  Alpha  Zeta 
Allen Smith 
Central Spirit Committee 
David Milling 
Editor, The CHRONICLE 
Mike Click 
Director,  TIGERAMA  '66 
D. B. Grubbs 
President, 
Arnold Air Society 
Tommy Cordray 
President, 






Reid  Dusenberry 
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To Any Athlete 
There are little eyes upon you, 
And they're watching night and day. 
There are little ears that quickly 
Take in every word you say; 
There are little hands all eager 
To do anything you do; 
And a little boy who's dreaming 
Of the day he'll be like you. 
You're the little fellow's idol; 
You're the wisest of the wise, 
In his little mind about you, 
No suspicions ever rise; 
He believes in you devoutly, 
Holds that all you say and do, 
He will say and do, in your way, 
When he's a grown-up like you. 
There's a wide-eyed little fellow, 
Who believes you're always right, 
And his ears are always open, 
And he watches day and night; 
You are setting an example 
Every day in all you do, 
For the little boy who's waiting 
To grow up to be like you. 
Anonymous. 
Clemson Baseball Opener Monday With VPI 
Tigers Seek ACC Championship With Veteran Lineup 
By   ERNIE  STALLWORTH 
TIGER   Sports  Editor 
Clemson, a perennial base- 
ball power in the Atlantic 
Coast Conference, will once 
again be a force to be reckon- 
ed   with   in this year's   cam- 
paign beginning Monday af- 
ternoon against Virginia Tech. 
Maryland, the defending 
champion, and North Caro- 
lina, a yearly power, will pro- 
vide the bulk of the compe- 
tition   to   the    Tigers  in   this 
i year's race.     South  Carolina 
should also be tough. 
A second place finisher last 
season, Clemson returns all of 
its regulars and promises to 
have one of the outstanding 
hitting   and fielding teams  in 
Baseball Team Readies For Home Opener 
Pierson Keys Golfers 
Football Starts Spring Drills 
Coach Frank Howard Optimistic 
* * * * 
Pete Pierson, shown here sinking a pull, heads the list 
of veteran golfers that will meet North Carolina here Sat- 
urday.    (Photo by John Lee) 
Clemson's varsity golf coach, 
Whitey Jordan, is optimistic 
about   the   1966 golf season, 
which opens with North Caro- 
lina here Saturday. And he has 
several good reasons. 
One of the main reasons for 
optimism is the return of de- 
fending state champion, Peter 
Pierson. 
Pierson will be joined by sev- 
eral other strong golfers such as 
Toby Smith, Dan Davis, James 
Foster, James McKellar, Bill 
Wallace,  and John Neumann. 
These boys were the leaders of 
last year's  Tiger golf squad. 
A few new faces will appear 
on the team this season, and 
though it is too early to know 
how much they will aid the 
team, Coach Jordan feels that 
all of them will definitely be 
assets to the squad. 
After Saturday's game with 
U. N. C, the Clemson golfers 
will meet Duke here March 26. 
The 1966 season will be capped 
by the ACC meet at Pinehurst, 
N. C, May 13-14. 
Rahim Back In Top Spot; 
Tennis Boys Test Deacons 
By ERNTE STALLWORTH 
TIGER   Sports  Editor 
This afternoon at two p.m. 
the 1966 edition of the Clem- 
son tennis team will launch the 
season against Wake Forest at 
the varsity courts. 
Coach Dwayne Bruley is 
hopeful that this year's Tiger 
team will continue the rise of 
tennis as a major sport here 
at Clemson. 
"We should be a little weaker 
as far as depth goes in the num- 
ber five and six positions, but 
over-all I feel we should have 
as good a team as last year or 
better,"  stated  Coach  Bruley. 
Last year's team was good 
enough to win the State champ- 
ionship for the fifth year in a 
row, and to finish second to 
UNC in the conference tourna- 
ment. North Carolina scored 
66 points to Clemson's 60 in 
the tournament. 
The top four men return from 
this team. The only losses were 
Ed Crow and James Ledbetter. 
These two men provided val- 
uable almost-certain points 
each time they took the court. 
They will be missed. 
But Coach Bruley has five 
sophomores vying for the 
honor of replacing these gentle- 
men in competition. Denny Rey- 
nolds   and   David   Sibert   are 
presently in the number five and 
six spots, but are being chal- 
lenged by David Wilkins, Tom 
Muthig, and Denny Carlson. 
Talent among these five is 
about equally divided, and 
hopes are that they will come 
on strong later in the season. 
Zulfi Rahim remains in the 
number one position where this 
season he is prepared to chal- 
lenge for the ACC champion- 
ship that eluded him as a soph- 
omore. 
Rahim won 11 out of 17 
matches last season—an out- 
standing record for a sopho- 
more in the number one spot. 
Zulfi was the number one play- 
er in his native Pakistan and a 
member of the Davis Cup team 
f/om that nation before enroll- 
ing at Clemson. 
Sammy Smithyman has 
taken the number two position 
from Tom Long, the only 
senior on the team. These two 
boys are about even and much 
is expected of each in the way 
of  points   during the season. 
Smithyman, from Spartan- 
burg, is a former South Caro- 
lina State Junior champion. 
Long, from Detroit, was the 
number one ranked player in 
Michigan before coming to 
Clemson. 
Long played last season in 
the tough number two position. 
Smithyman lost only one match 
playing in number three. Both 
are improved, and should be 
outstanding this year. 
Turk Ornekian returns to his 
number four slot. The "Little 
Turk" is known for his ag- 
gressive play and is a favorite 
with the home crowd. 
Clemson will play 11 matches 
out of its 17 at home with the 
first today. Tomorrow the 
Tigers journey to Clinton where 
they will face the always power- 
ful Presbyterian team. 
For Coach Bruley "PC is al- 
ways a crucial match. I feel that 
if we come out of Clinton in 
good shape, chances for an out- 
starid ing year are excellent." 
Clemson-PC matches are al- 
ways the most exciting of the 
year, for the state championship 
is decided between these two. 
Clemson broke PC's 30 year 
hold on the state crown in 1961. 
Since that time the Tigers have 
held on for dear life—and this 
year will be no exception. 
The conference is increasing 
in strength each year too, and 
Clemson will have a little more 
trouble with some of the tra- 
ditional doormats this season. 
The Wake Forest coach, 
Leighton, held that position at 
PC during the Blue Hose's gold- 
en    years   in   tennis. 
By SAMMIE CARROS 
TIGER Sports Writer 
Coach Frank Howard wel- 
comed over 100 players this 
past Monday for the beginning 
of spring football practice. The 
Tigers with 30 returning letter- 
men from last year's 5-5 team 
and a host of rising sopho- 
mores from last year's out- 
standing frosh squad have ex- 
pectations of one of their best 
teams in the last several years. 
Foremost in the minds of 
Howard and the other coaches 
will be to find the best boys at 
each position. "Buddy, it's 
always a horror playing some- 
one where someone else is bet- 
ter. It's hard to find, but that's 
what we're looking for," 
Howard stated. 
Spring practice is scheduled 
to run from March 14 to April 
23 with a break in between for 
Easter vacation. Practice ses- 
sions will last about two hours 
a day with anintrasquadgame 
every Saturday. The final 
spring game will be held April 
23. 
Howard stated that the squad 
learned just about enough on 
the first day for an entire sea- 
son. "We'll have to go over and 
perfect everything," he added. 
"But now, we aren't going to 
look as good as we will in the 
fall." 
The only two real question 
marks now appear to be line- 
backers and quarterbacks. 
However, there are some fine 
prospects that Howard feels will 
come through. All the other po- 
sitions have experience and re- 
serve strength. 
Expectations are to expand 
on the number of defenses for 
the fall season. The two pla- 
toon system offers the oppor- 
tunity to teach more defenses, 
and this will keep the opposing 
offense guessing. 
The Tigers face the roughest 
schedule this season that any 
Clemson team has ever faced; 
yet Howard doesn't have a cry- 
ing towel out. "Naw, son, I'm 
optimistic right now. I know we 
play Ga. Tech, Duke, Ala- 
bama, and Southern Cal in a 
row,   but  I'm ready for  'em. 
"That doesn't mean we'll go 
undefeated cause everybody 
else will be good. And then you 
never can tell what will hap- 




plenty of noise 
all by itself. 
Sprite, you recall,  is 
the soft drink that's 
so tart and tingling, 
we just couldn't keep 
it quiet. 
Flip its lid'and it 
really flips. 
Bubbling,   fizzing, 
gurgling,   hissing and 
carrying on all over 
the place. 
An almost exces- 
sively lively drink. 
Hence,  to zlupf is 
to err. 
What  is zlupfing? 
Zlupfing  is  to drinking what 
smacking one's lips is to 
eating. 
It's the staccato buzz you 
make when draining the last few 
deliciously tangy drops of 
Sprite from the bottle with a 
straw. 
Zzzzzlllupf! 
It's completely uncalled for. 
Frowned upon in polite society. 
And not appreciated on campus 
either. 
But.   If zlupfing Sprite 
is absolutely essential to your 
enjoyment;   if a good healthy 
zlupf is your idea of heaven, 
well...all right. 
But have a heart.  With a 
drink as noisy as Sprite,  a' 
little zlupf goes a long,   long 
way. 
SPRITE.   SO TART AND 
TINGLING.   WE JUST COULDN'T 
KEEP  IT  QUIET. 
the South. 
Pitching, however, may 
prove to the Achilles Heel to 
Coach Wilhelm's aggrega- 
tion. Only two proved per- 
formers return. Bill Parmar 
and Charles Watson split ten 
wins between them last season 
and big things are hoped for 
from these two this year. 
After Parman and Watson, 
depth is non-existent. If Clem- 
son is to win the ACC champ- 
ionship these two must be 
superb each time they take the 
hill. Development of a third 
regular hurler is the major 
project for Wilhelm, and one 
with which he has been great- 
ly concerned with this spring. 
The outlook for the re- 
mainder of the squad is ex- 
cellent. This Clemson team 
could   very   well   be   the   best 
since Billy O'Dell led his team 
to the NCAA finals years ago. 
Coach Wilhelm welcomes 
back to action the best college 
infield in the South and, per- 
haps, the nation. Certainly it 
can be dubbed the All-ACC 
infield. 
Three of the five short field- 
ers appeared on the first team 
All - Conference selections last 
spring and appear almost cer- 
tain to repeat this year. 
Lawton Cowart-third base, 
Jackie Mc Call-shortstop, and 
Rusty Adkins-second base 
were the All-ACC members, 
and will key the veteran in- 
field. 
McCall hit .358, including 
eight home runs. Adkins, the 
Fort Mill junior, led the con- 
ference in hitting with .444 
and did not strike  out in 30 
games. Each. scored 30 runs 
and drove in 25. 
Ellis Dantzler (.310) and 
Eddie Barbary complete the 
quintet. Dantzler at first base 
is a senior (he made second 
team All-ACC last season) 
and is a sound all-around per- 
former. Barbary made only 
two errors in his sophomore 
year at the catching slot. 
The outfield will be im- 
proved defensively by the re- 
turn of Tommy Pack to the 
centerfield position. Pack last 
saw action in 1964 and batted 
.303—he returns to graduate 
school after two years in the 
service. 
George    Sutton    and    Pete 
Meyers   (.283)   are   returning 
outfield    veterans,    but   they 
must win their positions from 
(Continued on page 6) 
Tracksters Win Opener; 
UNC Here Tomorrow 
By ERNIE STALLWORTH 
TIGER   Sports  Editor 
North Carolina will be the 
first of four visitors to the track 
team's "Death Valley" behind 
the YMCA tomorrow. 
The field events will start at 
1:30, with the running events 
scheduled to begin at 2:15. 
Coach Pee Wee Greenfield's 
outdoor track aggregation be- 
gan the season with an easy 
victory over the Furman Pal- 
adins on Tuesday, 83-62. 
North Carolina will be a 
tougher opponent and will be 
a definite favorite in the meet 
tomorrow. Coach Greenfield 
feels, however, that "At this 
time of year we are progress- 
ing very nicely." 
Against Furman the Tigers 
showed strength in what over 
the years has been their best 
events—the sprints and the re- 
lays. 
Hayes Cone and Ed Pool, the 
co-captains, were impressive in 
the 100-yard dash and the 220. 
Cone won the 220, with Pool 
second. Pool won the 100, with 
Cone second. 
Together with Adams and 
Evans, they formed the winning 
440-yard relay team. With 
Clarkson and Bob Tindall, they 
teamed to win the mile relay. 
Bob Tindall won praise from 
Coach Greenfield with his sec- 
ond place effort in the 880 
(half-mile). 
In somewhat of a surprise to 
everyone but Coach Greenfield, 
Bill Manos defeated the defend- 
ing state champion, Lavern 
Barrs, in both the 120-yard 
hurdles and the 440-yard 
hurdles. 
Manos did not race in the 
hurdle competition until late 
last spring and to date has only 
competed in 12 matches in that 
capacity. Coach Greenfield 
stated..."! certainly was not sur- 
prised with Bill's performance, 
but   I   definitely was pleased. 
Bill has come along nicely since 
he began in the hurdle compe- 
tition, and will be a big help to 
us this  spring in that event." 
Clemson took all three of the 
top places in the shot put. The 
greatest improvement was 
shown by Bentz. Bentz tossed 
the shot 47.4 feet in the indoor 
games two weeks ago, but he 
won the event at Furman with 
a distance of 51.5 feet. 
North  Carolina brings  two 
conference champions to Clem- 
son; one in the 60-yard dash, 
and the other in the mile. 
The Tar Heels scored 38 
points in the conference indoor 
meet two weeks ago to the 
Tigers eight. Coach Greenfield 
feels that this outdoor meet will 
be much closer, however. 
Tommy Durham, another 
fine sprint man, has had leg 
trouble and will not compete 
in this meet for the Tigers. 
Coach Greenfield says that 
Durham should be ready to go 
in a week or two. 
(Photo by Womble) 
Track Team In Fine Form 
Brawny new ttUHi 
BROGUES 
authentic every 
step of the way 
Available at these fine stores: 
Take your brogues 
traditionally with the 
wing tip that works 
itself all the way around. 
Take them in smooth black 
or black forest or black cherry 
leather. Take them grained 
in black forest, hickory or black. 
Roberts Brogues $15.00 to $25.00. 
Wouldn't you like to be in our shoes? 
Mosl oi America is. International Shoe Co., St. Louis. Mo. 
I 
Clemson Shoe Service 
Clemson, S. C. 
Piedmont Sales 
Easley, S. C. 
Belk-Simpson Co. 
Greenville, S. C. 
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Amy Loveman Award 
Given For Best Library 
The third Annual AAUP Best 
Private Library Contest begins 
this week, and the deadline for 
entries  is  Monday, Mar. 21. 
Any student may enter his 
library, which may contain any 
number of books and any type 
of book, by filling in the entry 
blank which appears with this 
article and returning the blank 
and the necessary attached 
sheets to either Dr. John Kenel- 
ly of the Math department or 
Dr. Norman CHsen of the Eng- 
lish Dept. 
From The Hillside 
(Continued from page 2J 
dents. It determines if a per- 
son will merely fulfill only the 
minimum obligations of the of- 
fice, or if he will "go the second 
mile" to devote himself to stu- 
dent government service. 
4) Responsibility: Finally, 
the candidate for office must be 
an intelligent, rational thinker 
who will assume full responsi- 
bility for his position. He must 
be dependable enough to carry 
out his assigned duties, level- 
headed enough to make im- 
portant decisions-, and loyal 
enough to Clemson and its stu- 
dents to put his duty first at all 
times. 
Look at the list of nominees 
for each office. Study their qual- 
ifications. Examine them in the 
light of the four preceding 
standards. Then you will be 
able to select the type of student 
leadership that Clemson Uni- 
versity deserves. 
Pres. Candidates 
(Continued from page 1) 
dence Court are James H. Elli- 
cott, Fred J. Gassaway, Jerry 
A Mandich, Carl E. Newman, 
and James D. Smith. 
For Women's Residence 
Court candidates are Tondy 
McGowan, Margaret Seay, and 
Joan Strickland. 
The election of the Student 
Body officers will be on Tues- 
day, March 22, from 8 a.m. to 
6:30 p.m. Voting booths will 
be on the Loggia and at the 
English-Math Complex. All stu- 
dents must present their I. D. 
cards in order to vote. Dormi- 
tory residents must also pre- 
sent their room keys and meal 
tickets to vote for their re- 
spective Residence Court candi- 
dates. 
In case of a run-off, voting 
will take place on the Thurs- 
day following the general elec- 
tion. 
The contest, sponsored an- 
nually by the local chapter of 
the American Association of 
University Professors and the 
Clemson Bookstore, carries a 
first prize of $35 and a second 
prize of $15, both of which are 
redeemable in books at the 
Clemson Bookstore, through 
the courtesy of Mr. John Cure- 
ton. 
The first prize winner will be 
entered in the annual Amy 
Loveman Award contest spon- 
sored by the Saturday Review, 
the Book-of-the-Month Club, 
and the Women's National 
Book Association. 
The Amy Loveman Award, 
honoring the long-time asso- 
ciate editor of the Saturday Re- 
view, is given each year for the 
best personal library collected 
by an undergraduate at a four 
year college or university in 
the United States. The winner 
of the national contest receives 
a cash prize of $1000. 
There is no limit to the num- 
ber of books which may be 
entered. Quality, not quantity, 
counts. All students are eligible 
to enter except those who have 
previously won the firsj prize. 
Exhibition Features High School Art 
A record-breaking 450 en- 
tries were submitted for judging 
in Clemson University's ninth 
annual High School Art Ex- 
hibition on public display free 
of charge through Mar. 28 in 
the Rudolph Lee Gallery of 
the School of Architecture. 
Cash prizes will be distributed 
among first and second-place 
winners in three divisions of 
competition, and purchase 
awards made at an afternoon 
reception for the winners and 
their teachers Saturday, Mar. 
19, in the Gallery. 
Clemson Baseball Prospects 
(.Continued from page 5) 
the  onslaughts of junior col- 
lege transfer Gene Dunlap and 
sophomore Keith Waters. 
Sutton and Meyers are also 
trying to fill the desperately 
needed third and fourth pitch- 
ing spots. Sophomore Earl 
Cohen, Nelson Gibson, Bill 
James, Ed Lodgek, and 
Kenny Waldrop are also in 
contention. 
Coach Wilhelm is singing 
the woes for his pitching staff; 
however, Charles Watson, the 
junior ace, should be the best 
hurler in the conference. Along 
with Parmar, Watson will give 
Clemson pitching that should 
be good enough to carry all 
the way. 
Pitching is the concern of all 
teams in the conference; and, 
in the past, two pitchers have 
been  enough  if the right in- 
gredients of hitting and field- 
ing were added. Hitting and 
fielding are two things of 
which Clemson has plenty. 
Married Students 
Married students, young 
couples, and engaged students 
are urged to attend a family life 
workshop entitled DIALOGUE 
IN MARRIAGE. The work- 
shop will be led by Chaplain 
L. L. McGee, a Baptist, of Clem- 
mons, N. C. 
This workshop will begin at 
6:00 p.m. Saturday, Mar. 19, 
with a covered-dish supper in 
the Baptist Church social hall. 
No reservations are necessary; 
just come and bring a dish. At 
6:45 Chaplain McGee will ad- 
dress the group on the subject, 
"Dialogue in The Role of Hus- 
band and Wife In Marriage." 
Name   (please print):_ 
Clemson Residence  address 
Clemson Mail address:  
Clemson phone number:  
Home  address: 
My student  classification is: 
My major subject  is:  
My minor subject  is:  
My  library consists of approximately 
neighborhood of % paperbacks and 
_volumes.     These are  in the 
_% hardbound books.     Roughly 
it are in Clemson.     The individual categories have,  in approximate 
numbers,  the following counts: 
Textbooks:  
Fiction:         
Biographies^ 
Non-Fiction Literature 
Science and Mathematics_ 
Social Sciences  
Children's  Classics  
Reference books      
Miscellaneous 
I hereby certify that the books  entered in this contest are my personal 
property,  and constitute all or part of my private book collection: 
Signature  
On separate sheets give brief answers to the following questions: 
1. I became interested in building my personal library - How, 
When, Why. 
2. My ideals for a complete home library are: 
3. Ten books I would like to add to my library (with a note as to why) 
4. List approximately 50 books (author and title) that are what 
you consider to be the most significant portion of your library. 
5. Describe any special collection that your library has. 
If communications were good enough 
you could stay in the sack all day 
Moving your body around 
is highly inefficient. 
I^pommunications were perfect, 
you would never have to. 
Of course, you would still 
have to get exercise. 
But that's your problem. 
We want to make it easier for you 
to contact people, learn, 
get information, attend lectures, 
and hold meetings. 
We developed Picturephone* 
service so you can see as well as talk 
when you call. And be seen, too. 
We introduced Tele-Lecture service 
(two-way amplified phone calls) 
to let you hear lecturers 
in distant locations. And so you 
could ask them questions 
no matter how far away they were. 
Right now, many students can dial 
from their dormitories to a 
language lab. Soon a student 
will be able to dial into a 
computer thousands of miles away 
to get information for his courses. 
Depending on the nature 
of the information, he might get 
his answer back audibly, 
printed on a teletypewriter, 
as a video image, 
or a facsimile print. 
Some of these services 
are available now. 
Others are being tested. 
For the next week or so, 
better get a move on. 
♦ Service mark of the Bell System 
Bell System 
American Telephone & Telegraph 
and Associated Companies 
Grand prize purchase awards 
of $20 each will go to Lamar 
Foster of J. L. Mann High 
School, Greenville, and Gar- 
wan Walker of Columbia High 
School for their works entitled, 
respectively, "Transparent Ar- 
bor" in mixed media and the 
pastel "Still Life in Blue." 
First and second prizes of 
$10 and $5 each will be award- 
ed as follows: 
Drawings: (1) Bonnie Dudley 
of J. L. Mann High School for 
"Portrait" and (2) Judy Con- 
nelly of Rock Hill High School 
for "Dust to Dust." 
Painting: (1) T. E. Hamer of 
Moultrie High School, Mt. 
Pleasant, for "Paula" and (2) 
Kim Boyd of Dreher High 
School, Columbia, for "Sunset 
Over Pawley's." 
A $10 first prize only will be 
presented in the Sculptured 
Crafts division to Lillian Bare- 
foot of Columbia High School 
for "The Elephant." 
Jurors for the Clemson Arch- 
itectural Foundation sponsor- 
ed exhibit were Dean Harlan 
E.  McClure  and  architectural 
faculty members Robert H. 
Hunter, John T. Acorn and Ire- 
land G. Regnier who selected 
the following entries for hon- 
orable mention: 
Drawings: Ann Mullen, Spar- 
tanburg; Lisa Frost, Phil Gar- 
ret, Leslie Dunlap, James Leo- 
nard, all of Greenville; Ray 
Sowfelt, Anderson; Leroy 
Perry, Orangeburg. 
Painting: Linda Swinson, 
Bamberg; Doland McJunkin, 
Travelers Rest; Carol Good- 
win, Greenville; Anna Harper, 
Seneca; Norma Morris, Mt. 
Pleasant; Brenda Clifton, Darl- 
ington; Russell Page, Clemson; 
Carol Finch, Greenwood; Paul 
Starnes, Gaffney; Gurney Mill- 
ar, Danny Johnson, Salley 
Brown, all of Columbia. 
Also Louis Millie, Bette Prick- 
ett, Jimmy Taylor, Rickey Al- 
ley, Steve Parris, Joyce Simp- 
son, allofSpartanburg; Bonnie 
Wilson and Scott Robertson, 
Greenville. 
Sculptured Crafts: Danny 
Johnson, Hoyt Simmons, Lil- 
lian Barefoot, all of Columbia; 
Bill Mclnnis, Darlington; and 
Rex Nash, Greenville. 
WSBF Program Notes 
WSBF interviews the  candidates for student 
body offices at 7:00 p.m. Friday and Monday 
Sunday 
3:00-5:00-Concert in High Fidelity 
6:00 p.m.—Mosaics in Jazz—Will Shore 
7:00 p.m.—Sounds of the Twentieth Century 
8:15 p.m.—Strom Thurmond Reports 
Monday and Thursday 
8:15 p.m.—Don Morrisey speaks on "Control 
Rockets for Satellites and Space- 
craft" 
Tuesday 
.m.—Special Report—An in depth report 
of news of the past week 
Wednesday 
8:15 p.m.—College Authors Forum 
8:15 p. 
For Comprehensive News Coverage 
Listen to WSBF 
| Campus News Roundup j 
BOSCOBEL 
POLICY   CHANGE 
Boscobel Country Club has 
announced a new policy in con- 
nection with student golf play. 
Students must now hold student 
memberships. The fee for such 
memberships will be $2.50 per 
semester plus daily green fees. 
This becomes effective im- 
mediately. 
School I. D. cards and stu- 
dent membership cards must 
be presented before any Clem- 
son student without a regular 
club membership will be able 
to play. 
Details about the ruling may 
be obtained from the manager 
at Boscobel. 
MOTHER OF THE YEAR 
The Tiger Brotherhood, 
Clemson University service fra- 
ternity, is considering can- 
didates for its annual "Mother 
of the Year Award." 
The mother chosen will be 
honored at the Junior-Senior 
banquet in April. Nominations 
may be made until April 1 and 
addressed to Tiger Brother- 
hood, Box 5214, Clemson Uni- 
versity, Clemson, S. C. 
Candidates will be considered 
on the basis of long and close 
affiliation with Clemson Uni- 
versity,   outstanding  qualities 
Spring Sounds 
(Continued from page 1) 
Appearing for the first time 
before the Clemson student 
body, "The Spectors" will be 
led by Chuck Mims. Although 
just recently organized, the 
group is becoming well known 
all over the state for their swing- 
ing rock-n-roll music. 
"This year we have more 
groups and a wider range of 
music," stated Richard Cotting- 
ham, president of Mu Beta Psi. 
"Not only do we have several 
new groups, but <he general 
quality of the groups has im- 
proved," he added. 
According to Cottingham, 
Spring Sounds is expected 
to last about two hours. Tickets 
for the program may be pur- 
chased from any Mu Beta Psi 
member for  50 cents. 
as a mother and citizen and 
exemplification of the spirit of 
Clemson. 
COLONEL'S   ORDERLY 
Freshman Cadet Howard R. 
Howes served as Colonel's Or- 
derly at the Army ROTC Bri- 
gade Drill yesterday. 
The selection as Colonel's Or- 
derly is a weekly recognition 
of the Army ROTC Brigade. 
The recognition is based on the 
cadet's military appearance 
and bearing and his general 
aptitude toward the ROTC Pro- 
gram as determined by his com- 
pany and battalion officers. 
Cadet Howes is an archi- 
tecture major from Stratford, 
Conn. He is a member of the 
Freshman YMCA Council. 
BASKETBALL 
Tonight the Delta Theta Chi 
and Omicron Zeta Tau sorori- 
ties will oppose each other in a 
basketball game in the big gym. 
Game time will be at 8:00 p.m. 
featuring Terry Richardson as 
announcer. Admission will be 
$.25 per student. 
Featured in the game will be 
"String Bean" Hunter, "Sun- 
shine" Merritt, "Whirlie Bird" 
Titcomb, "Basket" Bunches, 
"Olive Oil" Fewell, "Ringer" 
Galgoci,   and   "Sink-em" Sue. 
Half-time entertainment will 
be provided, and a sock hop 
will follow the game. 
CIRCLE  K MEETING 
The Circle K Club will hold 
an important meeting Wednes- 
day night at 10 in meeting room 
7 of the student center. Purpose 
of the meeting will be to discuss 
the election of next year's of- 
ficers for the club. 
SAME 
The Society for Advancement 
of Management will hold a 
meeting on Tuesday, Mar. 22, 
at 7:30 p.m. in room 301 of 
Sirrine Hall. 
Guest speaker will be Mr. 
Joseph S. Taylor, Accounting 
Executive for Merrill Lynch, 
Pierce, Tienner, and Smith, Inc. 
of Asheville, N. C. His topic 
will be, "Investment Programs 
for College Graduates." 
ELECT 
CHUCK WHITNEY 
STUDENT   BODY 
SECRETARY 
For people who are fed up with tigers. 
There ore o lot of ferocious cars around these       U.S. can take it apart and put it brick together 
days. If their names don't take your breath away.       again. 
try their price tags! It will cruise at 80 and round corners like a racer 
The Volkswagen Karmonn Ghia is a different        leoch wheel has its own torsion bar suspension 
kind rf car It's a Pussycat. 
Sort of o tiger that s been housebroken. 
system'. Yet its rear-mounted engine is air-cooled, 
never overheats, never freezes, and averages 30 
It was designed by an Italian designer, famous       mpg. 
for classic style, but it's powered by a Volkswagen That's Our s 
engine, famous lor classic economy. and others are 
t Likes lfV> workers in a European coochmaking Then there's 
ho. se to hand-weld and hand-shape its body, but It's the one i 
a smgle Volkswagen mechanic anywhere in the a choice. 
The Volkswagen 
KARMANN GHIA 
tory. Some cars are big on looks 
built strictly for economy. 
the Pussycat. 
car you can choose without making 
Frank Myers Motors, Inc. 
3302 N. Main Street 
Anderson AUTHORIZED 
DEALER 
